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For added 
whimsy, tie a
“Drink Me” tag 
onto the wine 
rack, or hang it 
from one of the 
bottles.

HANDY HANG-UPS 
Look for ways to hang a dish rack off the 
counter, left; it can be a game changer 
in a petite kitchen. Inexpensive ones are 
available with hooks that hold on to an 
existing shelf ledge or utensil rail. 

EXPAND YOUR OPTIONS 
Double your usable prep area right over the 
stove top by adding four wooden candle 
cups (about 1⅝inch tall), found at any crafts 
store, as “lifts” to the bottom of a cutting 
board, below left. The cups have predrilled 
holes and are easily screwed into the wood 
surface. The new feet will raise the board 
high enough to stand securely over most 
stove-top burners. 

OVERHEAD WINE CELLAR 
If you can’t hide it, flaunt it! In a puny 
kitchen, don’t overlook the spots above 
the door for untapped storage gold. The 
slatted wine holder, below, keeps vino 
out in the open, and the arrangement 
of angled bottles gives this neglected 
alcove some architectural integrity 
and a space-heightening advantage.

REFLECTION AND DEFLECTION 
Adding personality and a little drama to a postage-stamp-size kitchen is as important as 
maximizing its storage potential. Mirror tiles reflect light, while lining the backs of open 
cabinets with fabric, using liquid starch as the glue (see instructions at left), has a way 
of deflecting attention from the scarcity of square inches in a space, above. Fabric easily 
peels off when you move or change your mind, without damage to cabinetry.

Dress up cabinets with fabric! 
Use nonaerosol spray starch for 
best results, and saturate 
precut fabric (leaving one extra 
inch on all sides for shrinkage 
during drying) before applying. 
Smooth out bubbles, spray two 
or more layers of starch, wipe 
off any excess and let dry. Trim 
excess fabric with a craft knife.
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FAST
FIXES Mini-improvements on a budget 

will make a big impact in the 
functionality and livability of 
any galley kitchen.

For a Pint - Size Kitchen


